Ault, Clark take to new heights
By MARK LEISLIE
ILLIAMSBURG, Va. — "The best three golf courses I have ever designed." That is how Tom Clark describes three new tracks from the palette of Ault, Clark & Associates — Lodestone Golf Course at Stonebridge Village in Branson, Mo., Diamante Golf Course in Hot Springs, Ark., and The Woods Course at Kingsmill on the James here.
"We're getting better and better courses, plus well-budgeted projects, good property and good contractors," said Clark, adding that with increased sodding, new courses are better from Day One.
The home of entertainer Kenny Rogers, Ledgestone was expected to open nine holes on Oct. 1 and the other nine the first of November.
Playing off Rogers' movies and songs, Clark has nicknamed holes Gambler's Revenge, Side-winder, Straight Shooter, Deception, Ruby, Ambush — you get the picture.
In the heart of the Ozarks, Clark called it a "true mountain golf course with tremendous elevation changes," plays from 5,000 to 6,724 yards, and includes the most-expensive hole Clark has ever built.
That hole, the 15th, is a 177-yard downhill par-3 that falls about 100 feet and required blasting the side of the mountain to create the green and a lake. The green is built on a rock shelf. Rogers' mountaintop home sits just to the right of the hole.
Ledgestone was totally sodded with bentgrass greens, zoyzia fairways, tees and rolling terrain with elevation changes of nearly 500 feet.

FOREST RIDGES OPENS NINE
GAYLORD, Md. — Robbins Koch Golf Designs, Inc. of Tampa, Fla., has been selected to provide land planning and course design services for the new golf course community at Hidden Valley Resort & Club here. The golf course and resort community will be located on 1,000 acres that features dramatic views; many mature trees; and a rolling terrain with elevation changes of nearly 20 feet.

CABLE, Wis. — Play has commenced on the North Nine of Forest Ridge Golf Course, while the South Nine will open for play this month according to Phil and Kathy Rasmussen, co-owners of the golf course.
In the heart of the Ozarks, Clark has ever built.
That hole, the 15th, is a 177-yard downhill par-3 that falls about 100 feet and required blasting the side of the mountain to create the green and a lake. The green is built on a rock shelf. Rogers' mountaintop home sits just to the right of the hole.
Ledgestone was totally sodded with bentgrass greens, zoyzia fairways, tees and rolling terrain with elevation changes of nearly 500 feet.

ASIAN ROUNDUP
OSAKA PREFECTURE, Japan — Despite the decline in new golf course development here, Jacobson Golf Course Designs of Libertyville, Ill., has been asked to design two new courses — World Country Club here in Osaka Prefecture and Cherry Hills Country Club in Gunma Prefecture.
Both projects, backed by Japanese investors, are expected to be open for play in 1996. Principal Rick Jacobson cut his architectural teeth with Nicklaus design before forming his own firm in 1992.

MANILA — Make it two Johnny Walkers in a row for Gary Player Design. Arguably Asia-Pacific's most prestigious professional tournament, the 1995 Johnny Walker Classic will be held at The Orchard Resort, which features a Player-designed course.
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QINGDAO, Peoples Republic of China — The Qingdao Golf Club in the southeast part of the Peoples Republic of China is still awaiting final approval, according to the builder.
"It could be another month, it could be three," said William Kubly, president of Landscapes Unlimited of Lincoln, Neb.
Qingdao GC was originally scheduled to open in late 1995. It will include a hotel and villas, Kubly said.

YONGIN-KU, Korea — Palmer Golf Design Co. has completed one golf course here, which is awaiting grand-opening ceremonies along with two in the Philippines and one in West Java, Indonesia.
Arnold Palmer's architectural team, which has designed dozens of courses in Asia-Pacific, has put its final design touches on Eunwasaem Country Club here. The Philippine facilities now ready for golfers are Orchard Golf and Country Club's Legacy Course in Manila and Evercrest Country Club in Nasugbu, Batangas, which is near Manila.
Emerald One, in the Cimanggis District of West Java, is also complete, while Palmer Design continues construction of eight other projects in the region.

MANILA — Make it two Johnny Walkers in a row for Gary Player Design. Arguably Asia-Pacific's most prestigious professional tournament, the 1995 Johnny Walker Classic will be held at The Orchard Resort, which features a Player-designed course.

Tell us about your organization.
Tom Doak: Bruce Hepner is my number two designer, and his own book, "The Anatomy of a Golf Course." He worked with his father, he went on to study landscape architecture at Cornell University, travel the United Kingdom under a fellowship to study course design, and write on design for Golf Magazine and his own book, "The Anatomy of a Golf Course." He worked under Pete Dye — then briefly for Perry Dye — before going out on his own and designing a half-dozen golf courses, among them Ledgestone Golf Course at Kingsmill on the James here.
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Continued from page 25 and green surrounds, and Bermuda and fescue roughs.
The 18-hole private facility, built for Cooper Communities, Inc., has “terrific views of the Ozarks” and boasts seven new ponds and four holes bordering Roark Creek.

Diamante is the sixth 18-hole private course in Hot Springs Village designed by Ault-Clark. It stretches over an immense 7,500 yards — the longest track in Arkansas. Cooper Communities and ClubCorp. of America retained the designers and expect to open the course next spring or summer.

Clark promises “a heckuva test of golf” at The Woods Course, which opened in late September as the latest complement to the golf community Kingsmill on the James.

Designed by Clark and PGA Tour star Curtis Strange, The Woods Course boasts an Augusta National look. Sitting next to Busch Gardens, but with no homes, the track joins the Pete Dye-designed River Course, Arnold Palmer-designed Plantation Course and Clark-designed nine-hole Bray Links. Kingsmill hosts the Anheuser-Busch Golf Classic which Clark hopes one day will play over The Woods layout.

“It has a tremendous variety of holes, with all the shot values,” Clark said — from a 285-yard par-4 to a 230-yard par-3, a 130-yard par-3 and a 605-yard par-5.

Pointing out that there is no rough on the entire course, Clark said, “We wanted an Augusta look where you get a terrific lie anywhere.”

The Woods Course measures 6,800 yards from the back tees, and plays over “tremendous gullies” and around the five man-made ponds.

Official opening will be next spring.

Clark and partner Brian Ault are also excited about Ft. Belvoir (Va.) Golf Course.

Ft. Belvoir added 22 holes to its existing 18-hole Robert Trent Jones golf course, cutting out some Jones holes and playing the mix into four nine-hole tracks, all leaving from the new clubhouse.

Ready to open in late September or early October, two of the nine are all-new and comprise a 7,000-yard championship-caliber course.

The other two nines combine existing and new holes to comprise a 6,700-yard layout.

Planning four nines leaving a clubhouse, “is a good practice,” Clark said, because it allows course officials to assign golfers to play wherever is most efficient.

The large practice area, chipping complex and putting green can accommodate 40 to 50 golfers.

The site, Clark said, is “a pretty, rolling property but segmented by roads, archaeological areas and wetlands. We had just enough usable land left over for these holes.”

The design/build project, coordinated by Ault-Clark, included C.A. Barrs of Newport News, Va., as the course builder and Zeigfried Construction as general contractor and clubhouse builder.

Meanwhile, the firm opened three projects over the summer — a Bill Love-designed 18-hole addition at Tom’s Run Golf Course in Blairsville, Pa.; the second nine at Culpeper (Va.) Country Club, designed by Ault; and a renovation of the 18-hole Overbrook Country Club, designed by Clark, in Bryn Mawr, Pa.

To VFD or not to VFD? ... centrifugal or vertical turbine? ... or simply upgrade the pump station you have?

There isn’t a single pump station solution. Depending on your choice, you can save time, money, energy and even your reputation. We don’t just make pump stations, we provide irrigation solutions. The SyncroFlo line of EAGLE® pump stations is among the most extensive in the world.

To help you wade through the selection process, SyncroFlo has written the PUMP STATION SELECTION GUIDE, a practical, non-technical check list of issues to address before deciding. Call us to discuss your pump system requirements, or to receive your copy of the report.

You’ll find our stations have more STANDARD features than other manufacturers offer as options. All are backed by the best guarantees and support in the industry, not the least of which are total system, third party performance and safety certifications.

1-800-886-4443

Houston track will boast Finger, Dye, Spann imprint

HOUSTON — Finger, Dye, Spann will design the daily-fee Palmetto Hills Golf Course now under proposal for development on a 500-acre parcel of piney woods, 80 miles north of here.

Palmetto Hills will be an 18-hole, par-72, 7,045-yard wooded course, with four tee areas per hole. Planners are due to complete a final analysis and make recommendations to the county’s zoning administrator. If all goes well the project will open in the fall of 1996.

The course is being developed by the limited partnership, Palmetto Hills Golf & Conference Center, whose principals are currently scouting for a senior management firm to complete their development team.